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ABSTRACT

Objective To explore football coaches’ beliefs and attitudes about injury prevention and the 11+ injury prevention programme, and to investigate factors that may influence adherence to the 11+ injury prevention programme.

Methods A total of 538 football coaches who had completed an injury prevention education workshop were invited to participate in a web-based nationwide survey. The survey questions explored beliefs and attitudes about injury prevention and the 11+ injury prevention programme, self-reported adherence to the 11+ programme, as well as perceived barriers and facilitators to the use of the 11+ programme.

Results There were 158 respondents. The majority believe that injury prevention is part of their coaching role (94%) that a structured warm-up is an important part of their team’s preparation for training and games (96%), and that the 11+ is effective (92%). While most respondents (95%) use the 11+, modifications are common. Participants with greater coaching experience are more likely to use the programme. Time constraints are the main barriers to adherence, while knowing that the programme enhances performance is seen as a major facilitator.

Conclusions Coaches who attended an injury prevention workshop have positive attitudes towards injury prevention and the 11+ programme. However, coaches with less coaching experience may be less likely to use the 11+ and could therefore be the target population for future education workshops. Promoting the performance enhancing effects of the 11+ and encouraging modifications could improve acceptability and adherence.

INTRODUCTION

Football (soccer) is the most popular sport in the world, with the number of participants globally estimated to be more than 265 million. It is estimated that, on average, a player has two injuries per year. This means that there are likely to be more than 500 million football-related injuries each year. Aside from the direct financial burden associated with the diagnosis and treatment of these injuries, additional negative consequences exist. These include time away from school or work, potential loss of sporting opportunities and the possible long-term physical consequences of injuries, for example, osteoarthritis after anterior cruciate ligament rupture.

There has been an increasing interest in strategies that might reduce the risk of injury. One of these is the 11+ injury prevention programme. This programme was developed to replace a ‘traditional’ warm-up and was designed specifically to reduce the incidence of football injuries. The preventive and performance enhancing effects of the programme have since been evaluated in multiple publications.

Coaches play an essential role in the implementation of injury prevention strategies. Unfortunately, efforts to engage with coaches and to include an injury prevention programme into mandatory coach education have not been entirely successful in optimising adherence. Despite efforts to enhance coaches’ knowledge, attitudes and intent to

What are the new findings?

► The injury prevention benefits of the 11+ are well understood by football coaches.
► Coaches with less coaching experience may be less likely to use the 11+.
► Adherence could be improved by encouraging modifications, promoting the performance enhancing effects and targeting coaches with less coaching experience.
use an injury prevention programme, adherence can remain unsatisfactory. Existing data have shown that coaches who perceive injury prevention programmes to be too time-consuming or not football-specific enough are less likely to be compliant. It has also been suggested that coaches with greater football playing experience are less likely to implement the programme.

Since 2015 New Zealand Football (NZF), in partnership with New Zealand’s national insurance company, the Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC), has conducted a nationwide roll-out of the 11+ injury prevention programme. Part of this unique initiative has involved running injury prevention workshops for coaches, including how to administer the warm-up, and integrating the 11+ into the NZF coaching curriculum. This has been facilitated by the appointment of an Injury Prevention Specialist to each of the seven regional federations and involved a combination of lecture-style content and a practical session where the coach participated in the 11+. The collaboration has also led to the development of similar warm-up programmes for other sporting codes that are responsible for the majority of sports-related injury claims and associated costs in New Zealand. The aim of the current study was to investigate factors that may influence adherence to the 11+ injury prevention programme by surveying coaches who have participated in these workshops.

METHODS
Participants
Coaches who completed an NZF injury prevention workshop (n=538) were invited to participate. These coaches were sent an email invitation via NZF to participate in a secure, web-based survey. A second invitation was sent a month later. Ethical approval was obtained through the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (Ref. 018493).

Survey/procedures
Participants completed a web-based survey via a secure online platform. The survey instrument was based on a survey used by other researchers. It was modified and shortened, excluding questions about participants’ knowledge of football injuries, their coaching and first aid qualifications, and history of injuries among their players and immediate family, in an attempt to increase its relevance and maximise response rate. The final survey contained 15 questions. These enquired about basic participant demographics, football coaching and playing experience, attitudes and beliefs around injury prevention, adherence to the 11+ and perceived barriers to adherence. The survey contained a combination of multiple-choice questions and 5-point Likert scales. It took approximately 10 min to complete.

Data analysis
All the data were downloaded and exported into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Before statistical analysis, the data were cleaned and edited. The frequency distribution of responses was summarised to each question on the survey. Responses based on the 5-point Likert scales (‘strongly disagree’, ‘disagree’, ‘neutral’, ‘agree’, ‘strongly agree’) were collapsed into the 3-point Likert scales (‘strongly disagree’/‘disagree’, ‘neutral’, ‘strongly agree’/‘agree’). Contingency tables with the frequency distribution of responses were produced for each nominal variable of interest: (i) age of coaches (15–19 years, 20–29 years, 30–39 years, 40–49 years, 50–59 years, and aged over 60 years); (ii) gender (male, female, gender diverse); (iii) years of coaching experience (first season, 1–2 years, 3–5 years, 6–10 years, greater than 10 years); (iv) level at which a coach has worked (professional, semi-professional, senior, youth, junior); (v) playing experience of coaches (‘never played football’, ‘first season playing football’, ‘only played football as a child or adolescent’, ‘played football as an adult’); (vi) level at which a coach has played (professional, semi-professional, senior, youth, junior, ‘never played football before’); and (vii) history of an significant sports injury keeping a coach from playing for more than 4 weeks (‘yes’, ‘no’, ‘not sure’). Fisher’s exact tests were used to determine any possible associations for each contingency table. All statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB version R2018b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) and statistical significance was defined as p<0.05. Cramér’s V was used to measure the strength of all associations that were found significant.

Patient and public involvement
This research was done without public involvement. Public were not invited to comment on the study design, interpret the results, or contribute to the writing or editing of this document for readability or accuracy.

RESULTS
Participants
The response rate was 29% (158/538). The participants were classified into age groups, with the youngest between 15 and 19 years and the oldest over 60 years. The majority of respondents were male (n=136, 86%) and were between 30 and 59 years (n=127, 80%). Most of the coaches (84%) had more than 2 years of coaching experience, with 34% of total respondents having more than 10 years of coaching experience. A total of 18 coaches (11%) had coached at professional or semi-professional level. Most of the respondents (n=149, 94%) had some experience playing football.

Beliefs and attitudes about the 11+ programme
Participants’ beliefs and attitudes towards injury prevention and the 11+ injury prevention programme are shown in figure 1. The majority (n=151, 96%) agreed or strongly agreed that a structured warm-up is an important part of preparing their team for both training and games. The level of agreement increased with the coaches’ years of
playing experience ($p=0.0008$, Cramer’s $V=0.2462$) and level of playing experience ($p=0.006$, Cramer’s $V=0.2585$). Most respondents ($n=146, 92\%$) believed that the 11+ programme can reduce injuries among players. Those who had longer experience playing football were more likely to agree with this statement ($p=0.0019$, Cramer’s $V=0.2369$).

The reported use of the 11+ programme is shown in figure 2. Overall, 79\% ($n=125$) of respondents said that they enjoy using the 11+ programme. The majority ($n=85, 57\%$) reported making modifications to the programme and using the programme at least twice per week ($n=118, 79\%$). The older the coach, the more strongly they felt able to include the 11+ programme into each training session ($p=0.025$, Cramer’s $V=0.2068$). Confidence with delivering the 11+ programme also increased with increasing age of the coach ($p=0.04$, Cramer’s $V=0.2494$).

The lower the level at which the coaches had played, the more likely they were to agree with the statement that they can include the 11+ programme into each team training session ($p=0.0019$, Cramer’s $V=0.2369$).

Figure 1: Respondents’ beliefs and attitudes about injury prevention and the 11+ programme.

Barriers and facilitators
The most commonly reported barrier to adherence was not having enough time ($n=64, 40\%$). Figure 3 outlines the full list of perceived barriers to adherence to the 11+ injury prevention programme. Knowing the programme enhances performance was the most commonly reported facilitator (76\% of respondents). Figure 4 outlines the other perceived facilitators to improve adherence to the 11+ injury prevention programme.

DISCUSSION
It is widely accepted among clinicians and researchers that coaches play a crucial role in the implementation of injury prevention programmes. The current study demonstrates that the coaches themselves also believe that they are important in injury prevention work and believe that they can influence injury risk among their players. The majority of coaches in this study believe that some injuries are preventable and that the 11+ is an effective tool for helping prevent injury, reflecting the strong research-based evidence that supports the use of the 11+. From a practical perspective, this may also mean that NZF’s coach education programmes have been effective. The findings of the current study will likely help direct future injury prevention efforts at NZF. It appears that there is a need to focus more clearly on developing strategies to foster the implementation of this type of programme rather than continued provision of education about the potential benefits of the programme.

In the current study, coaches who have experience coaching at higher levels feel less able to include the programme prior to each match, possibly reflecting the
challenges of game day logistics at more competitive levels. However, despite this lower commitment to game day use of the 11+, those with greater coaching experience report better adherence to the programme, or its parts, and are more likely to use the 11+ at the recommended frequency of two or more times per week. This supports the findings of a previous study which found an association between longer duration of coaching experience and successful implementation of an injury prevention programme. In the current study, there is no difference in the reported use of the 11+ among coaches of varying playing experience, however, a difference in attitudes about the 11+ exists. Coaches who have played at higher levels feel less able to include the programme into every training session (than those with less playing experience), despite being more likely to report enjoying the programme. These findings suggest that there may be a discrepancy between the perceived importance and enjoyment of a programme and the practicalities of using it. This is consistent with existing data relating to coach playing experience, and studies that have shown that validated injury prevention programmes are not widely done at the elite level. These differences in attitudes found in the current study suggest that focusing on education of coaches with more playing experience, as well as those with less coaching experience, could be beneficial as a future strategy. Given that these coaches appear enthusiastic about injury prevention, future research may be able to define and address some of these logistical or practical considerations.

Multiple potential barriers to adherence have previously been identified through survey-based research on professional team coaches, athletes and their support staff, with some related to the content of the 11+ programme and others to the delivery and support of the programme. The current study has highlighted time constraints (‘not having enough time’ and ‘the warm-up is too long’) and having no ball involved as the most commonly reported barriers to adherence. The issue of limited time is not unique to football and the 11+

---

**Figure 2** Reported use of the 11+ injury prevention programme.
**Figure 3** Perceived barriers to adherence to the 11+ programme.

**Figure 4** Perceived facilitators in improving adherence to the 11+ programme.
programme (which takes 20 min to complete). Based on these findings, working to shorten the programme or to better integrate the individual elements into a training session may be an important consideration in the development of future strategies to foster adherence. While shortening the programme may improve adherence, coaches at the professional youth football level consider 10–25 min to be an appropriate amount of time spent on a pre-training warm-up. It is therefore possible that at more competitive levels time is not perceived to be a barrier, but rather the content of the programme. In addition, influencing behaviour change at professional level may be more challenging. Other authors have identified that at elite level, despite adequate theoretical knowledge about appropriate injury prevention exercises, the daily use of these exercises remains lower than expected, and suggest that teams at this level have a tendency to resist the adoption of new strategies that deviate from traditional or well-established practices. These theories may also help to explain the differences in attitudes found in the current study around use of the 11+ among those with experience playing at higher levels, as previously discussed. This indicates a need to cater an injury prevention programme to the needs of the individual team. In keeping with the coaches’ positive attitudes and beliefs about the programme, a lack of perceived benefit was also noted generally thought to be a problem. Neither was having enough knowledge on how to use the programme, unlike the findings of other recent research where a lack of 11+ knowledge among coaches was considered to be an important barrier to its implementation. This suggests that less time and energy need to be invested in demonstrating the importance of the programme to coaches, and more focus can be placed on developing the content of the programme itself as well as developing effective implementation strategies.

While the overall reported use of the 11+ exercises is high compared with previous surveys, the use of modifications appears to be common practice, with less than half of users implementing the programme in its original form. This high reported use of modifications is in keeping with the findings of other researchers, and there appears to be a desire among end-users to make changes or improvements to the 11+ programme. Making modifications to the 11+ programme to address identified barriers, such as the addition of a ball, may be a strategy that could help improve adherence. While it is becoming increasingly accepted that allowing flexibility and tailoring of a programme may be necessary to improve acceptability among various groups and settings, there could be an associated reduction in the injury prevention benefits. It has been suggested that the greater the number of exercises adhered to in the 11+ programme, the more effective it is. While making changes to the programme may compromise its overall efficacy, it is likely that doing even a single exercise would confer some benefit. A clear example of this would be the use of the Nordic hamstring exercise (a component of the 11+), which has been well validated for the prevention of hamstring injuries. Furthermore, there is evidence to suggest that changing the order of the 11+ components, by completing the strength, plyometric and balance exercises at the end of training, may actually improve (not compromise) adherence as well as effectiveness of the programme. Finally, there is also evidence that doing the programme infrequently can still provide some benefit. Based on the widespread use of modifications among our study’s participants it appears that strict adherence to a programme may well be unrealistic in a real-world setting. Given that coaches appear inclined to modify the programme, and given that there is data to suggest that this does not entirely compromise the programme’s efficacy, perhaps this should be encouraged and researched further.

Knowledge that the 11+ programme enhances performance is seen as important for facilitating its use. This finding is consistent with existing research. The introduction of a ball and skills training, knowing that other coaches in the same club use the programme and having more training and resources are also reported as factors that would encourage adherence. Again other studies have identified similar facilitators. In addition, coaches in this study believe that seeing professional players and teams do the exercises would encourage adherence to the programme. This is also in keeping with previous studies where it was identified that high profile athletes and the media were influential. Future educational programmes could therefore aim to improve the awareness about the performance enhancing effects of the 11+ and further strategies should continue to engage the media and involve well-known athletes in the promotion of the programme. Considering coaches’, players’ as well as other stakeholders’ perceptions and opinions in the development of future injury prevention strategies would also likely be valuable and can improve uptake and adherence.

This study adds to a relatively limited pool of data regarding adherence to injury prevention programmes. As a nationwide study involving football coaches at all levels of competition, its generalisability is a strength. A limitation of the current study is the relatively poor response rate. The risk of selection bias is also high as participants self-selected by both choosing to attend the initial workshop and then by completing the survey. This may mean that coaches who were more invested in injury prevention were more likely to be included, and that the current study overestimates the level of understanding and interest in the programme. The addition of a question in the survey asking participants to describe what modifications they made to the programme would have been of added value. Including a matched cohort of coaches who have not attended the workshop would have allowed comparisons to be made between those who have and those who have not been exposed to this educational platform. Finally, quantitative methodology has limitations and a qualitative study would likely be a better way of more fully evaluating coach beliefs and could be a useful next step.
CONCLUSION
The majority of coaches who attended an injury prevention education workshop and have participated in this study have continued to use some of the components of the 11+ programme and appear to have positive attitudes and beliefs towards injury prevention and the programme itself. This study has highlighted several possible avenues to improve adherence. Shortening the warm-up and introducing a ball may be useful. Promotion of the programme by professional teams and players and a focus on the programme’s performance enhancing effects are also likely to improve uptake. A target population for future workshops could be those with less coaching experience, as these coaches may be less likely to use the programme.
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